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1. Read the part of the poem and do the task. 5

Past and Present

I remember, I remember
The house where I was born,
The little window where the sun
Came peeping in at morn;
He never came a wink too soon
Nor brought too long a day;
But now, I often wish the night
Had borne my breath away

I remember, I remember
The roses, red and white,
The violets, and the lily-cups
Those flowers made of light!
The lilacs where the robin built,
And where my brother set
The laburnum on his birthday,
The tree is living yet!

I remember, I remember
Where I was used to swing,
And thought the air must rush as fresh
To swallows on the wing;
My spirit flew in feathers then
That is so heavy now,
And summer pools could hardly cool
The fever on my brow.
                                                       Thomas Hood

contd...



A. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What memories does the speaker have about his house?
b. Where did robin build its nest?
c. Which tree has not died yet?
d. What did the speaker think while swinging?
e. Why is the speaker’s heart heavy now?

2. Read the text and do the tasks. 10
I entered the building, and as instructed by the curator, I bought a ticket
and hired a special hand machine that will play the recorded voice to
explain to me everything in English. As I passed the administrative
building, I came across a beautiful garden; it was full of pointed shapes
of fir and pine trees, giving the best proof of French topiary. Far away
stood other trees like walnut, juniper and yew, birds chirruped from the
top. Among the topiary art stood a huge black bust, on top of which lay
a drooping figure of Rodin. Not Rodin himself but a magnificent sculpture
of him. It is commonly known as Rodin’s Thinking Man. The Thinking
Man squatted on a large and tall marble slab, in half bent posture and
pensive mood. This is one of the masterpieces in modern art, an
incomparable work. Rodin’s pensive mood is remarkable.
Three years ago I had visited a smaller museum in Baltimore; Sewa had
joined me from Illinois. In that very small museum, Rodin’s copy too
was quite small. Rodin’s little thinker in Baltimore was a black metal
work, just a replica. I remember writing an article which reminds us of
our visit to Baltimore, and van Gogh’s Irises. It got published in
Antarderisti edited by Jyoti Ghimire of the USA.

A. Match the words/phrases in column ‘A’ with the appropriate information
in column ‘B’ 5x1=5
Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’
a. special hand machine i. edited by Jyoti Ghimire
b. beautiful garden ii. is in Baltimore
c. replica of Rodin iii. pointed shapes of fir and pines
d. magnificent sculpture iv. known as Rodin’s Thinking man
e. Antarderisti v. explained everything in English

vi. the masterpiece.
B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5

a. How did the writer get into the museum?

RE-101‘AP’ (2)
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b. How was the garden of the museum?
c. What is known as ‘Rodin’s Thinking Man’?
d. What is remarkable about ‘Rodin’s Thinking Man’?
e. What is the difference between Rodin in  Paris and Rodin in Baltimore?

3. Read the text and do the tasks. 10
Vacancy Announcement

A well-established English medium school is seeking dynamic, energetic
and well qualified candidates for the following posts:
1. Academic Incharge : Full Time - 1

• M.Phil/PHD
•  at least seven years of experience

2. Secondary level Science teacher : Full time - 1
• M.Sc (Master’s in Science)
• At least three years of experience

3. Public Relation officer : Part Time - 3
• B.A. B.Ed.
• At least one year of experience

Remuneration : Negotiable
Fluency in spoken English is a must. Eligible, enthusiastic and passionate
Nepali individuals are requested to send their scanned hand written
application with a copy of academic qualifications, CV and supporting
documents, and a recent pp size photograph by 20th March 2019 to the
following address.

Sagaramatha Secondary School
Tilang - 5, Solukhumbhu

sagarmatha.secondary@gmail.com
Telephone enquiry will not be entertained. Only short-listed applicants
will be called for an interview.

A. Fill in the blanks with the suitable words/phrases from the text. 5x1=5
a. The announcement is made for ......... different posts.
b. Candidates must have ..... years of experience to be eligible to apply

for academic incharge.
c. The academic qualification for the secondary level science teacher is

......... in science.
d. The application should reach by ........ .
e. The school is located in ............ .

(3) RE-101‘AP’
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B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What is the academic qualification required for the post of ‘Academic Incharge’?
b. What traits other than the academic qualification and experience should

the candidates possess?
c. What should the applicants submit along with their application?
d. How can an applicant deliver his/her application?
e. Who will be called for the interview?

4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15
Air quality in New Delhi plummeted to a dangerous level on Wednesday,
putting residents at risk, mainly due to dust storms from western India,
a senior official at the pollution control board said.
The air quality index, which measures the concentration of poisonous
particulate matter in the air, hit the “severe” level of 445, on a scale where
the maximum reading is 500 and where anything above 100 is considered
unhealthy by the Central Pollution Control Board, its website showed.
“Due to the high wind speeds, dust particles are being transported from
Rajasthan,” said VK Shukla, the scientist in charge of the Air Lab at the
Central Pollution Control Board.
At the severe level, even healthy people will be affected while those who
have existing diseases will be severely impacted, the board’s website showed.
“The situation is likely to remain the same for the next 2 days,” Shukla
said, citing the weather office’s forecast.
Air quality has worsened in New Delhi in recent years, prompting Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s office to directly monitor measures to clean up the capital’s air.
Vehicle exhaust emissions in a city with limited public transport,
emissions from thermal power stations and swirling construction dust
are the main pollutants of air in New Delhi, which worsens in winter
months due to illegal crop burning in the farm states surrounding the
landlocked capital city.
A damning report by the World Health Organisation last month
said India was home to the world’s 14 most polluted cities, with Delhi
ranked sixth most polluted.
According to the US Embassy’s real-time air quality index, the air quality
was so poor in some parts of Delhi on Wednesday that it was beyond the
maximum level. It stood at 999, beyond which no readings are available,
for RK Puram, Wazirpur and Okhla area among others.

RE-101‘AP’ (4)
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A. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings in column ‘B’5x1=5
Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’
a. plummeted i. making follow up
b. severe ii. fell suddenly
c. exhaust iii. extremely bad
d. swirling iv. waste gases
e. damning v. moving around in a circle

vi. critical of somebody/something
B. Write ‘True’ for true statements and ‘False’ for the false ones. 5x1=5

a. Above the index of 100, air pollution level is considered unhealthy.
b. At the severe level, healthy people are also affected.
c. According to the official forecast, the worse situation remains for a week.
d. The Ministry of Environment is applying direct monitoring measures

to improve the pollution.
e. On Wednesday, air pollution level reached beyond the maximum level

in some parts of Delhi.

C. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What is the main cause of falling air quality to a dangerous level in

New Delhi ?
b. What does the air quality index measure ?
c. What causes dust particles being transported from Rajasthan ?
d. What are the main air pollutants in New Delhi ?
e. According to the World Health Organzation, what is the rank of New

Delhi among the most polluted cities ?
5. One of your classmates has got a scholarship for his/her study. Write a

message of congratulation to be published in a newspaper on behalf of
your class. Use the clues given below. 5
Rojina Gurung - very intelligent - shining star scholarship - awarded by
B.D. Foundation - result of hard work - wish for further success.

6. Write a news story with the help of the clues given in the box below.5
Nepal Army collects 800 kg garbage from Mt. Ama Dablam.
• Mt. Ama Dablam clean-up campaign 2075 organised by Sagarmatha
   Pollution Control Committee (SPCC).
• The Shumser Gulma, a company of Nepal Army participates
• financial assistance form Khumbu Village Body.
• 800 kg garbage collected.
• handed over to the local community amid programme .
• SPCC Chair Mr. Sherpa expresses his gratitude to NA.

(5) RE-101‘AP’
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7. A student is trying to get new library membership. Compose a dialogue
between the student and a librarian in at least six exchanges. 6

8. Write an essay on ‘Tourism in Nepal’ in about  200 words. 8

9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets. 6x1=6
a. The managers ignore it, ...... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. His teacher knows what to do. (Change into negative)
c. Your new friends are chatting online now. (Change into yes/no question)
d. When the teacher came in, all the students ..... (make) ........ noise.

(Put the verb in brackets in the correct tense)
e. He said, “I have been playing football for three hours.” (Change into

indirect speech)
f. Did she cook the dinner? (Change into passive)

10. Choose and copy the best answers. (Rewriting is not compulsory). 10x0.5=5

The Bermuda Triangle (a)..... (where/which/what) is also known as the
devil’s Triangle, is (b)..... (the/a/an) area located on the north western
Atlantic. It is an extremely dangerous area (c)..... (for/by/to) one to enter.
Several aircrafts and surface vessels (d)..... (believed/are believed/have
believed) to have vanished in weird ways at The Bermuda Triangle.
Important things in society (e)..... (have/has/are) shown some of these
disappearances (f)..... (could have been/can be/must be) by the law of
physics, paranormal, or actions of aliens. The April 1962 issue of American
Legion Magazine covered the disappearance of Flight 19. The issue stated
that the crew leader was heard saying, “ (g)..... (We don’t know where we
are/They didn’t know where they were/They haven’t known where they
were).” This statement makes us (h)..... (wonder/to wonder/wondered) what
might have happened to the crew. If they (i)..... (had/had had/would have)
a natural disaster, they would not have made such a statement. There are
mysteries in nature, (j)..... (isn’t there/doesn’t there/aren’t there) ?

RE-101‘AP’ (6)
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1. Read the poem and do the tasks. 5

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.

Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but they
Out did the sparkling waves in glee:

A poet could not be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed-and gazed-but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:

William Wordsworth

A. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What does the speaker compare himself with ?
b. How are the daffodils described in the poem ?
c. Where did the poet see the daffodils ?
d. Who danced along with the daffodils ?
e. How did the speaker react to the sight of the flowers ?

contd...



2. Read the text and do the tasks. 10

Traffickers prey on the most vulnerable members of society. In order to
deceive, first, they take help of local people to identify such families.
They may provide economic incentive and financial loans to their friends,
relatives, family, spouse or even parents. At times, most victims are lured
to promises of better jobs or well paid job in cities, false marriages and
proposals, easy money, dream of sophisticated life and other. Victims of
earthquakes, floods, wars and epidemics can be easily smuggled.

Most victims are involved in slavery like practices, and kept in prison
like environment. It is because they can be physically and sexually abused.
They have to work long hours without any rest or recreation. They never
get medical facility when they fall sick. They are either paid less or
their earnings are withheld with prolonged indebtedness to traffickers.

Our constitution has preserved the right to freedom. Therefore, we must
fight against trafficking of persons. In addition to legislation, the Nepal
government, The Ministry of Women, Children and Welfare, various
INGOs and NGOs and many other organisations in Nepal are dedicated
to combat human trafficking.

If we suspect anyone involving in such illegal activities, we have to
report the police or any member of concerned organisations. We can
also use helping numbers any time to inform about victims or traffickers.
Our little effort will be a great help to control violation of human rights.

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 5x1=5
a. Victims get better job when they are recruited.
b. Most victims are lured to the promises of better job or easy money.
c. Victims of earthquakes, foods, wars can be easily smuggled.
d. The victims have to work long hours and they are paid well.
e. We can inform the traffickers through helping numbers.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. How do traffickers identify the target groups?
b. Why do the traffickers invest money to the target groups?
c. What are the victims involved in?
d. Which organizations in Nepal are dedicated to fight human trafficking?
e. What can we do if we suspect someone involved in human trafficking?

RE-101‘BP’ (2)
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3. Read the given notice and do the activities that follow: 10

GODAVARI ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Notice to members of Godavari Alumni Association

Notice is herby given that the Annual General Meeting of the members
of Godavai Alumni Association will be held on Saturday, December 29,
2018 at 16:00 hours at GAA Lunge, Bhagwan Bahal, Thamel, Kathmandu
to consider the following agenda:

1. Presentation of the annual report by the president.
2. Adoption of financial statement comprising of the balance sheet,

income and expenditure statement and audit report for the Fiscal
year 2074/075 (2017/018).

3. Appointment of the auditor and fixation of the remuneration for the
fiscal year 2075/076 (2018/019).

4. Miscellaneous.

By the order of the Executive Board
General Secretary

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statement. 5x1=5
a. The notice intends to inform the share holders of GAA.
b. The annual report will be presented by the president.
c. The Annual General Meeting will pass the audit report for the Fiscal

Year 2074/075.
d. The remuneration of the auditor will be fixed for Fiscal Year 2075/076.
e. The notice is published by the order of General Secretary.

B. Answer the following questions. 5
a. What is the notice about?
b. When will the meeting be held?
c. Where will the meeting take place?
d. What does the financial statement consist of?
e. Who has issued the notice?

(3) RE-101‘BP’
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4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15

India’s white-marble Taj Mahal is turning yellow and green as the
17th century mausoleum weathers filthy air in the world’s eighth-most
polluted city.

One of the seven Wonders of the World, the Taj Mahal flanks a garbage-
strewn river and is often enveloped by dust and smog from belching
smokestacks and vehicles in the northern city of Agra.
Tiny insects from the drying Yamuna River into which the city pours its
sewage crawl into the Taj Mahal, their excrement further staining the
marble, an environmental lawyer told India’s Supreme Court.

The court slammed the government for not doing enough to preserve
the monument, which was built by Mughal emperor Shah Jahan as a
mausoleum for his wife Mumtaz Mahal.

“If the Indian scientists and the (conservationists) can’t do the things,
they should be able to contact foreign experts or conservationists, those
who can come and they will be readily happy to help,” said lawyer MC
Mehta, who has been fighting to save the Taj Mahal from pollution for
three decades.

Restorers have been using a paste of a clay mineral to clean the marble.
It pulls away impurities from the surface and can then be washed off
with water.

Activists are also concerned that the falling water table in Agra may be
weakening the wooden foundations. Other worries include roads clogged
with polluting vehicles and rampant construction around the mausoleum.
Behind Taj’s back, plastic bags and garbage pile up by the river as
smoke billows from a chimney in the distance. Outside the Taj complex,
a group of people gathered near a funeral pyre.

The change in colour has not come out of the blue. Environmentalists
and historians have long warned about the risk of soot and fumes from
factories and tanneries dulling the ivory monument.

RE-101‘BP’ (4)
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A. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meanings in column ‘B’7x1=7
Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’
a. mausoleum i. a person whose job is to repair old building
b. flanks ii. a place where animal skins are made into leather.
c. smokestack iii. blocked something
d. excrement iv. a tall chimney
e. restorer v. a large pile of wood on which a dead body is placed
f. clogged vi. stays at the side of something
g. tannery vii.solid waste discharged from the body

viii.a special building made to hold the dead body

B. Answer the following questions. 8x1=8
a. Write any two factors that are destroying the beauty of Taj Mahal.
b. Why is Yamuna River being polluted ?
c. Why did the court slam the government?
d. How are the restorers repairing Taj Mahal?
e. What are the worries of the activists?
f. What did a group of people do outside Taj Mahal?
g. What according to environmentalists and historians are the factors that

are decreasing the beauty of Taj Mahal ?

5. Write a message of condolence on behalf of your school to be published
in a newspaper using the clues given in the box below. 5

Dev Tharu - a student of class ten - died in a bus accident - humorous
- popular among friends and teachers - sadly misses.

6. Develop a story with the help of the clues given in the box. Give a
suitable title and  a moral too. 5

A rose in the garden - very proud of her beauty - ugly cactus grows
nearby - insults the cactus - cactus stays quiet - summer season - well in
the garden dries - no water for the plants - the rose suffers a lot -sees a
sparrow dipping her beak into the cactus for water - asks the cactus -
cactus agrees - the rose ashamed - moral.

7. Compose a dialogue between two friends talking about the movie they
have recently watched in at least six exchanges. 6

(5) RE-101‘BP’
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8. Write an essay on “Unemployment in Nepal” in about 200  words. 8

9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets. 6x1=6
a. Their offers sound very attractive, ........... ? (Supply the correct

question tag)
b. His lesson starts on time. (Change into negative)
c. Bijon arrived at the function at 9 am. (Change into ‘when’) question)
d. While I was having my dinner, she ....... (call) me. (Put the verb in

bracket in the correct tense)
e. He said, “I have been watching this channel for more than a year.”

(Change into indirect speech)
f. Did they confirm the date ? (Change into passive)

10. Choose and copy the best answers. (Rewriting is not compulsory.) 10x0.5=5

Did you know that there (a)..... (were/is/was) only one mammal in the
world that can fly ? The only mammal (b)..... (who/which/what) is actually
capable of powered flight is the bat. All bats (c)..... (have belonged/
belong/are belonging) to Chiroptera. The word Chiroptera comes from
the Greek language meaning hand and wing. It is called so because the
structure of the open wing is very similar to (d)...... (an/a/the) outspread
human hand. The bones of the arm and four of the fingers are light,
slender and lengthened as an adaptation (e)..... (for/on/in) flight. They
(f)..... (are used/being used/used) to support, spread and manipulate the
membranes. It is said that the bat’s wing (g)..... (is an extension/had been
an extension/was an extension) of the skin of the abdomen. It is tightly
stretched layers of skin membranes connected together without any flesh
between the layers. If there was flesh between the layers, a bat’s wings
(h)..... (would not be/will not be/were not) translucent. What (i)..... (makes/
have/gets) the bats climb or walk on the ground ? It is the first digit of
their wing which is small and clawed. The bat pups suck milk from their
mothers, (j)..... ? (doesn’t it/don’t they/do they)

RE-101‘BP’ (6)
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1. Read the poem and do the task. 5

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud

I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.

Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Then thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance
The waves beside them danced; but they
Out did the sparkling waves in glee;

A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed-and gazed-but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:

For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
                                     William Wordsworth

contd...



A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statement. 5x1=5
a. The speaker floats on high over vales and hills.
b. Golden daffodils are fluttering and dancing.
c. The daffodils are compared with shining stars.
d. The Speaker dances with daffodils very happily.
e. When he lies in his coach, he doesn’t feel good and happy.

2. Read the text and do the tasks: 10
Reporter:      Doctor, would you please tell me about Typhoid fever ?
Dr. Rajan: Well, typhoid fever is a potentially fatal infectious disease

caused by bacteria called Salmonella Typhi and Salmonella
Paratyphi A and B. The disease is common in developing
countries like Nepal where sanitation is poor.

Reporter: What is an infectious disease ? Could you please tell us
how it is serious to humans ?

Dr. Rajan: Infectious diseases are caused by pathogenic
microorganisms such as bacteria, virus, parasites or fungi.
The disease can spread directly or indirectly from one
person to another. You can get infected by touching, eating,
drinking or breathing anything that contains
microorganisms.
Infectious diseases are serious to humans as they can kill
more people worldwide than any other single cause. The
socio-economic impact of infectious diseases is huge
because disease survivors may take several months to
recover and resume their work.

Reporter: Doctor, how do we know if a person is suffering form typhoid ?
What are its symptoms ?

Dr. Rajan: During the first week of infection, the patient has high
grade fever, headache, bodyache and loss of appetite.
Constipation may be present, although diarrhoea and
vomiting may also be common in early illness. At the end
of the first week, rashes called rose spots may appear on
the upper abdomen and back. Patients may develop a cough
and become delirious. By the end of the second week,
patients may become profoundly ill unless the disease is
treated by antibiotic treatment. In the third week the
patients may pass into coma and die if no treatment is given.

RE-101‘CP’ (2)
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A. Match the words in column ‘A’ with their meaning in column ‘B’. 5x1=5
Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’
a. infectious i. a deep unconscious state of mind
b. constipation ii. restart
c. resume iii. the condition of being unable to easily release

solid waste form body.
d. coma iv. not able to think or speak clearly because of fever

or other illness.
e. delirious v. liable to be transmitted to people.

vi. any substance that inhibit the growth of bacteria.
B. Answer the following questions: 5x1=5

a. What according to Dr. Rajan causes infectious diseases?
b. What is the main reason behind the spreading of typhoid in Nepal?
c. What are symptoms of typhoid during the first week?
d. What are the symptoms of typhoid that appear in the patients at the

end of second week?
e. What may happen to the patient if timely treatment is not provided ?

3. Read the following text and do the tasks. 10
Too hot to handle? Expect more heat waves due to climate change,
experts warn
LONDON: The effects of climate change mean the world can expect
higher temperatures and more frequent heat waves, climate experts have
warned, with poor communities likely to be worst affected.
Heat is neglected because it is both an invisible and hard-to-document
disaster that claims lives largely behind closed doors, they said, and
because hot weather does not strike many people as a serious threat.
The warning comes as hot weather has swept the northern hemisphere.
Britain has sweltered in a prolonged heat wave, with temperatures set to
test national records, the country’s Meteorological Office said.
“We will have to get used to these kinds of summers,” said Friederike
Otto, deputy director at the Environmental Change Institute at Oxford
University.
“There is no doubt that there is a link to climate change. We need to
take heat waves seriously around the world as something that we need
to adapt to,” Otto told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

(3) RE-101‘CP’
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The World Health Organization says heat stress, linked to climate change,
is likely to cause 38,000 extra deaths a year worldwide between 2030
and 2050. Two weeks into Japan’s blistering heat wave, at least 80
people have died and thousands have been rushed to emergency rooms,
as officials urged citizens to stay indoors to avoid temperatures exceeding
40 degrees Celsius (104°F) in some areas.
In a heat wave in May, more than 60 people died in Karachi, Pakistan,
when the temperature rose above 40°C (104°F).

A. Fill in the gaps with the correct words/phrases form the text. 5x1=5
a. Rise in temperature is the result of ........... .
b. ............... will probably be most affected by the change in climate.
c. ............... is ignored because of its invisibility and difficulty in

documentation.
d. ............... is likely to cause 38,000 additional deaths globally in a

period of 20 years.
e. The Japanese officials have suggested their people to stay home to

........ temperatures above 40 degrees.
B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5

a. What are the possible effects of climate change?
b. What kind of calamity is heat?
c. How is Britain affected by the rise in temperatures?
d. What according to Friederike Otto, is heat wave associated with?
e. What was the impact of heat wave in Japan?

4. Read the given text and do the tasks. 15
Nepalaya publication house is all set to release ‘Kabi Shiromani
Rachanawali’ a five-volume compilation, which includes all the literary
works of Kabi Shiromani Lekhanath Paudel.
Born in Arghaun Archale, a village east of Pokhara, Poet Lekhnath Paudel
(1884-1966) is a towering icon of Nepali Literature. He was praised as an
‘Academician of Saintly Imagination’ by Mahakabi Laxmi Prasad Devkota.
Issuing a press statement today, Nepalaya said, “Poet Lekhnath Paudel
also known as Kabi Shiromani’s unpublished works, as well as a collection
of other published works, have been compiled in this collection.”
Kiran Krishna Shrestha of Nepalaya said the initiation was taken to
preserve important works of Nepali literature by legendary author; is to
be cherished and enjoyed by readers now and in the future.

RE-101‘CP’ (4)
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“I remember writer Jagadish Ghimire expressing his wish to see Baba’s
work being published,” says Dr. Prativa Pandey, Paudel’s grand daughter.
His wish coupled with Professor Sanat Wasti’s initiative and support
from family members along with members of Lekhnath Foundation have
resulted in this publication, it said in the statement.
“I am extremely glad to see the quality of work put into this publication”, She added.
The book edited by Sanat Kumar Wasti will be released on Monday,
which coincides with the Poet’s death anniversary.
The value added limited edition of ‘Kabi Shiromani Rachanwali’ comes as a set
of five hardbound books with a price tag of NPRs. 6975, as stated in the statement.

A. Match the words in column ‘A’ With their meanings in column ‘B’ 5x1=5
Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’
a. release i. a plan for dealing
b. icon ii. have a pleasant feeling
c. cherish iii. to make something available to the public
d. initiative iv. takes place at the same time
e. coincides v. makes a part of something

vi. famous person
B. Write ‘True’ for the true and ‘False’ for the false statements. 5x1=5

a. Kabi Shiromani Rachanawali is the collection of all the published
works of Lekhanath Paudel.

b. Lekhnath Paudel was born in Pokhara.
c. Dr. Prativa Pandey is poet’s granddaughter.
d. Sanat Kumar Wasti is the writer of the Rachnawali.
e. Kabi Shiromani Rachanawali is a set of five hundred books with a

price tag of NPRs. 6975.
C. Answer the following questions: 5x1=5

a. What does Kabi Shiromani Rachanawali include ?
b. How did Mahakabi Laxmi Prasad Devkota praise Lekhnath Poudel?
c. Why was the collection published in the complied form?
d. How was Nepalaya able the Rachanawali?
e. Why has the publication house planned to release the book on Monday ?

5. Write a set of five rules and regulations to be followed in school by the
students using the clues given below. 5
arrival time: 9:30-wear uniform-obey teachers-do not fight-preserve
school property, etc.

(5) RE-101‘CP’
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6. The following pie-chart shows the
marks obtained by Sujan KC in the
SEE pre-test 2075. Study the chart
and write a description of it in about
100 words.                                                    5

7. Write a  dialogue in about six exchanges between two friends who are
talking about celebrating the New Year. 6

8. Write an essay on ‘Environmental Pollution’ in about 200 words. 8
9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets 6x1=6

a. They couldn’t hear me, ....... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. Mary will come to the party. (Change into negative)
c. Mr. Thapa visits his sister once a month. (Change into ‘How often’ question)
d. ‘It’s cold in here.’ Ok, I .... (close) the window. (Put the verb in bracket

in correct tense)
e. He says, “I have been preparing for the test.” (Change into indirect speech)
f. Raju had painted the wall. (Change into passive voice)

10. Choose and copy the best answers to complete the text. (Rewriting is
not compulsory.) 10x0.5=5
At only 28, Jamie Oliver is now (a)..... (a/an/the) well-known chef, with
his own acclaimed restaurant in the centre of London. He (b)..... (makes/
made/has made) five TV series and written several books. His rise to
fame came early. (c)..... (At/By/In) the age of eight he (d)..... (start/has
started/started) cooking at his parent’s pub. It was an easy way to earn a
bit of pocket money, (e)..... (wasn’t it/was it/didn’t it)? After two years
in catering college, he started working in restaurants. He worked under
three famous chefs in London before he (f)..... (is spotted/had been spotted/
was spotted) by a TV producer at 21, and his life changed.
(g)..... (In spite of/Even though/Because) he had very little experience,
he had a great deal of enthusiasm for cooking, and was very natural in
front of the camera. His recipes (h)..... (was/are/were) bare and simple.
He used plenty of fresh ingredients and herbs. The new techniques of
him in cooking made the audience ..(i)... ((grow/grew/growing) their
interest in food programmes. Jamie became an overnight success. He
says that his passion (j)..... (is/was/were) the key to his success.

RE-101‘CP’ (6)
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Symbol No..................... RE-101‘DP’
SEE 2075 (2019)

COMPULSORY ENGLISH
New Course

Reading and Writing
(Written Test)

Candidates are required to give their answer according to the given instructions.

Time: 2 hrs. 15 minutes Full Marks: 75

1. Read the part of the poem and do the task. 5

The Chimney Sweeper

When my mother died I was very young,
And my father sold me while yet my tongue
Could scarcely cry ‘weep! weep! ‘weep! ‘weep!
So your chimneys I sweep and in soot I sleep.
There’s little Tom Dacre, who cried when his head,
That curled like a lamb’s back, was shaved: so I said,
“Hush, Tom! never mind it, for when your head’s bare,
You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair.”

And so he was quiet, and that very night,
As Tom was a-sleeping he had such a sight!
That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe, Ned, and Jack,
Were all of them locked up in coffins of black;

And by came an angel who had a bright key,
And he opened the coffins and set them all free;
Then down a green plain, leaping, laughing they run,
And wash in a river and shine in the sun.

William Blake

A. Answer these questions. 5x1=5
a. Who is the speaker in the poem ?
b. Why did Tom Dacre cry ?
c. What is Tom’s hair compared with ?
d. How did the speaker console Tom ?
e. What did the angel do in the dream ?

contd...



2. Read the following text and do the tasks. 10

This morning the city of Paris looks slightly fuming; the sky is overcast,
and it is drizzling too. But it does no harm to me. I have decided to go
out for a visit or an observation tour. I had asked Nirmal bhaai for a list
of museums in the vicinity of Paris yesterday. He brought me some
brochures with the names and addresses, and street maps of Paris Museums
in the evening. Paris has more museums than temples and gods in
Kathmandu, he says. I am new to Paris, staying here for only one week.
Hope these maps and brochures will show me Paris metro zones and
guide me to some museums today. Last week Nirmal bhaai showed me
Pompidou Centre, ‘a complex building of high-tech structure’. This visit
has emboldened me to explore further.

I guess I can cover a maximum, of two museums today. It means just
giving a cursory glance. This is my plan. They say Cezanne is quite far
away, Paul Cezanne, the post-impressionist painter, may be in the
outskirts. I cannot visit him all alone, and cannot cover two museums in
a day. So I chose to visit a museum nearby in the heart of the city.
Likewise, Braque is far, Du Champ is farther away. So I have decided as
per Nirmal’s suggestion to start with Rodin’s. Maybe I will go to Monet’s
next.

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 5x1=5
a. The weather of the morning was pleasant for the visit.
b. Nirmal bhaai provided great support to the writer.
c. Paris is the city of many gods and temples.
d. The writer plans to visit three museums a day.
e. The museum of Paul Cezanne is probably the furthest.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. How did Nirmal bhaai help the writer?
b. How are Kathmandu and Paris compared in the text?
c. How long is the writer staying in Paris?
d. What encouraged the writer to explore further?
e. Why can’t the writer visit Paul Cezanne?

RE-101‘DP’ (2)

contd...



3. Read the text and do the tasks. 10

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Applications are invited from qualified, experienced, dynamic, smart, result
oriented and self motivated Nepalese citizens for the following positions.
1. Commis I (Indian Cuisine)
2. Commis I (Bakery)
3. Waitress/waiter
4. Bell boy
5. Utility worker
6. House man
(Preference will be given to those who are trained and experienced in related jobs)
Interested candidates should apply with detailed Bio-Data, recent PP
size photograph along with two references and copies of relevant
documents and proper daytime telephone contact no to the following
address by 12th April 2019. Please mention the post applied on the envelope.
Note:
Those candidates who applied previously need not apply.
(Only short-listed candidates will be called for an interview)

Godavari Village Resort
Human Resource Department

G.P.O. Box: 12446
Kathmandu

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 5x1=5
a. Only Nepalese citizens can apply for the posts.
b. Trained and experienced candidates will get first priority.
c. Two referers must be mentioned along with the application.
d. One need not mention the applied post on the envelope.
e. Old applicants need to reapply for the post.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What kind of candidates are invited for application ? Write any  two.
b. What things should be included with application?
c. What is the last date for application submission?
d. What things are to be included with the application?
e. Who will be contacted for the interview?

(3) RE-101‘DP’

contd...



4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15

Pokhara gears upto welcome 2019
POKHARA.The tourism scene in Pokhara swayed between on-season and
off-season until a decade ago where in March, April, May, October,
November and December were considered to be peak seasons while the
rest of the months witnessed a slack in terms of incoming tourists in the
lake-city.
However, of late, the influx of tourists has remained untouched by the
set definition of peak and slow seasons, further encouraging travel and
tourism entrepreneurs here.
Keeping the current trend in mind, tourism entrepreneurs are looking to
project and establish Pokhara as a sought after destination for celebrating
Christmas and New-Year. In the same line, preparations are currently
underway for organizing Pokhara street festival here in the city.
The 20th Pokhara Street Festival, which was known as REBAN Street
Festival until 2007, is being held from December 28 to January 1, 2019
at Lakeside, organized by Restaurant and Bar Association of Nepal
(REBAN).
REBAN Pokhara along with a team of tourism entrepreneurs have been
engaged in preparations for the festival while also establishing Pokhara,
Lumbini and Chitwan as the ‘Silver Triangle’. It must be noted that
these three districts hold major attraction points for internal as well as
foreign tourists.
According to former President of REBAN Pokhara, Surya Bahadur
Bhujel, the street festival also aims at marketing Pokhara as a destination
for celebrating New Year, somewhat reflecting Goa’s current image as a
popular New Year destination.
The event will be celebrated as Nepal Carnival in the days to come,
added Bhujel. According to him, the Gandaki Province government is
also a patron for this event.
The festival will be held along a stretch of 3.5 kms of street in Lakeside,
said President of REBAN Pokhara, Budharaj Bhujel.
At the event, cultural shows from Nepal along with Japan, South Korea,
China and India will be exhibited along with cuisine representing various
countries from across the globe at over 150 different stalls.

RE-101‘DP’ (4)

contd...



A. Match the words/phrases in column ‘A’ wtih their meaning in column ‘B’ 5x1=5
Column ‘A’ Column ‘B’
a. swayed i. a style of cooking
b. slack ii. a person who provides support
c. sought after iii. many people arriving somewhere
d. patron iv.wanted by many people
e. cuisine v. low number

vi.moved slowly side to side
B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words/phrases from the text. 5x1=5

a. The number of tourists has remained untouched by ............ lately in Pokhara.
b. The tourism entrepreneurs are planning to develop Pokhara as ........

place for celebrating Christmas and New Year.
c. Pokhara is one of the major ......... for internal and foreign tourists.
d. The street festivals will be celebrated as ......... in future.
e. The street festivals will be held within ........... in Lakeside.

C. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. Which months are considered suitable to visit Pokhara?
b. When is the 20th street festival being held?
c. What does the ‘Sliver Triangle’ refer to?
d. What is Pokhara compared with as a tourist destination?
e. Which foreign countries are participating in the cultural programme ?

5. One of your classmates stood first in the district level essay competition.
Write a formal message of congratulation to be published in a newspaper
using the clues given below: 5
Govinda Satyal - talented and hard-working student - all proud of him -
wish him further success.

6. The following chart shows the popularity of sports among the students
of ABC school. Study the Chart and write a description in about 100
words: 5

(5) RE-101‘DP’

contd...
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RE-101‘DP’ (6)
7. Compose a dialogue between two friends who are talking about their

preparation for SEE in at least six exchanges. 6

8. Write an essay on “The use of Modern Technology in Education” in
about 200 words. 8

9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets. 6x1=6
a. Do not worry, ..... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. Sony is writing a letter. (Change into interrogative)
c. He has been living in this house for one year. (Change into “how long”

question)
d. Please don’t make so much noise. I ........ (work). (Put the verb in the

bracket in the correct tense)
e. Amrita said to me, “Please help me.”
f. Did she help you ? (Change into passive voice)

10. Choose and copy the best answers to complete the text. (Rewriting is
not compulsory.) 10x0.5=5

Once there lived three artists in a famous city. They were famous for
their art. They claimed that they (a)..... (are/were/have been) perfectly
skilled. Each praised oneself claiming he was the best (b)..... (in/between/
among) them. One day they decided to have (c)..... (a/an/the) fair
competition to find out who the best was. There (d)..... (is/was/were) a
good prize for the winner. A judge was also (e)..... (appoint/appointing/
appointed) to decide the case. The competition started on time. One
artist painted flowers. The second painted a fruit and the third painted a
curtain. All their paintings (f)..... (is/are/were) observed and evaluated
by the judge. First he observed the flower on which a bee was sitting.
Then he observed the fruit (g)..... (who/where/which) an ox tried to eat.
Both of the pictures looked natural (h)..... (haven’t they/wasn’t it/didn’t
they) ? He praised them. Then he observed the curtain. It was so natural
that he tried to pull it (i)..... (to enter/entered/entering) the room. The
judge realized that the picture of the curtain was the most natural among
them. The judge declared the third artist the winner. This was how his
art (j)..... (get/getting/got) awarded.



Symbol No..................... RE-101‘EP’SEE 2075 (2019)
COMPULSORY ENGLISH

New Course
Reading and Writing

(Written Test)
Candidates are required to give their answer according to the given instructions.

Time: 2 hrs. 15 minutes Full Marks: 75

1. Read the part of the poem and do the task. 5

Past and Present
I remember, I remember

The house where I was born,
The little window where the sun
Came peeping in at morn;
He never came a wink too soon
Nor brought too long a day;
But now, I often wish the night
Had borne my breath away.

I remember, I remember
The roses, red and white,
The violets, and the lily-cups-
Those flowers made of light!
The lilacs where the robin built,
And where my brother set
The laburnum on his birthday, -
The tree is living yet!

Thomas Hood

A. Answer these questions. 5x1=5
a. What does the speaker recall in the first stanza?
b. Where did the sun light enter the house through?
c.  Name any two flowers that the poet recalls.
d. Where did Robin build its nest ?
e. Which tree was set on his brother’s birthday ?

contd...



2. Read the text and do the tasks 10

If we permit ourselves to tell a lie once, it is a lot easier to do it a second
and a third time until it becomes a habit. Success lies in the philosophy
of “sustain and abstain.” Sustain what needs to be done and abstain
from what is detrimental until this becomes habitual. Human beings are
more emotional than rational. Honesty and integrity are the result of
both our belief system and practice. Anything we practise long enough
becomes ingrained into our system and becomes a habit. A person who
is honest most of the time gets caught the first time he tells a lie, whereas
a person who is dishonest most of the time gets caught the first time he
tells the truth.

Honesty or dishonesty to self and others becomes a habit. The choice is
ours as to what we practise. Whatever response we choose, our thinking
pattern becomes habitual. We form habits, and habits form character.
Before we realise that we have got the habit, the habit has got us.
Someone once said, “Our thoughts lead to actions, actions lead to habits,
and habits form character.” Character leads to destiny. Therefore, you
should try to form character building habits.

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 5x1=5
a. We should permit ourselves to tell a lie to form a good habit.
b. If you do something again and again, it becomes a habit.
c. Human beings are more logical than emotional.
d. The character is the product of the habit.
e. Our destiny is guided by the character.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What are the keys to success, according to the writer ?
b. What are the products of our belief system and practice ?
c. How does something we practise for a long time become a habit ?
d. What’s the relationship between thoughts and character?
e. Why do we need good character ?

RE-101‘EP’ (2)

contd...



3. Read the text and do the tasks. 10

The Asia Foundation
Vacancy Announcement

The Asia Foundation invites application from Nepali citizens for the
following position:
1. Position : Program Assistant
• Provide administrative, program and management support to the

subnational governance programme. Provide support for activities in
other programme areas as assigned.

Experience : At least two years  of experience working in the development
field, knowledge of governance and gender issues.
Education : Bachelor’s or higher-level graduate degree in development
studies, public policy or relevant social science degree.
Applicants are requested to read through the position description uploaded
at http//116.198/226.8080/ and email their CV along with a cover letter
describing suitability for the position by 5 PM on 10 December 2018 to
country.nepal.jobs@asiafoundation.org referencing the position title, e.g.
“program officer” in the subject line.
Only short-listed candidates will be contacted. Telephone calls will not
be entertained.

A. Complete the following sentences with suitable words/phrases from the
text. 5x1=5
a. Citizens of Nepal.................. can apply for the post.
b. Candidates are required to have minimum working experience of  .........

years.
c. The basic academic qualification required for the post is ........... degree.
d. The deadline for application submission is ................. .
e. The company will not respond to the queries made through .............

regarding the vacancy.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. What is the responsibility of the program assistant?
b. Where can the candidates obtain further description from?
c. What should the applicants submit while applying?
d. How can the applicants submit their application?
e. Who will be called for further selection process?

(3) RE-101‘EP’

contd...



4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15
Pardeshi’s strong key points are its story and screenplay, music and actors
performance. These key elements of the film have made the film
watchable one. Ramesh BC and Narayan Raymajhi have written the
story and screenplay. Credit must be given to the story and screenplay
for adding emotional undercurrent into the film which are appreciable
and will hold you in the seat. The emotions touch the right chord and a
couple of them could even make the weak-hearted cry.
Musician B.B. Anuragi is another appreciable team member of the film,
Pardeshi. All the songs of the film are melodious that will get into the
nerves of the audience. Every song has its importance in the film which
will take the story to next level. The purely folk melody songs will make
your movie experience enjoyable.
Actors’ performance is another strong aspect of the film. I could not
find any flaw on any actors’ performance. From lead actors to supporting
actors, child actors to guest actors, everyone has performed brilliantly.
Every actor has got into the character and performed. Every character is
developed properly which will give sense to their individual story and
will help the audience to relate with them.
Prashant Tamang being an Indian idol and an international celebrity, he
is not presented in the film as a celebrity. This is one of the important
beauties of the film. Prashant is into the character of Binaya so much
that audience will forget that they are watching Prashant in the screen.
Rajni KC was featured in glamorous avatar in her first film Loafer. But in
Pardeshi, she has got a big opportunity to showcase her talent as an actress.
Her performance as Namrata is brilliant. Keshv Bhattarai as Binaya’s
father is good. Naren Khadka has also performed well. All other actors
have done appreciable works which have given life to every characters of
the film.
Pardeshi’s major drawback is its cinematography. Shiva Dhakal’s
cinematography is poor. Beautiful scenes of Palpa are not captured well.
All the shots are normal and don’t add beauty to the visual experience
of watching a film. If cinematography was improved, the film would
have been a masterpiece.  The climax also seems filmy but doesn’t
hamper the film.

RE-101‘EP’ (4)

contd...



A. Complete the table below with correct information based on the film
review. (‘0’ is an example.) 5x1=5
0 Story & screenplay Ramesh BC and Narayan Rayamajhi
a Music
b Lead actor (Male)
c Lead actor (Female)
d Rajni’s first film
e Cinematography

B. Write ‘True’ for true statements and ‘False’ for false ones. 5x1=5
a. Actors’ performance is one of the strong points of the film.
b. The songs are composed on folk patterns.
c. The lead actor has played the role of celebrity.
d. The role of lead actress is glamorous.
e. The film has missed some more beautiful scenes of Palpa.

C. Answer the following questions: 5x1=5
a. Why are the story and screenplay strong points of the film ?
b. How is the performance of the actors in the film ?
c. How do the audience feel about the events of the film ?
d. Why will the audience forget that they are watching Prashant in

the screen ?
e. What does the film lack to be a masterpiece ?

5. One of your classmates won the first prize in the national level poem
competition. Write a formal message of congratulation to be published
in a newspaper on behalf of your school family using the clues given
below: 5
Pramila Karki - one of the talented students- deserve the award - result
of her hardwork - all proud of her - wish her further success.

6. The bar diagram below shows castewise  data of  the students in ABC
school in 2074. Study the diagram and write a description of it in about
100 words. 5

(5) RE-101‘EP’
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7. Imagine that you and your friends  have just returned from a one-day
educational tour organized by your school. Compose a dialogue between
two of you about your experience of the tour in about six exchanges.    6

8. Write a review of a film or book which you have recently watched or
read, in about 200 words. 8

9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets. 6x1=6
a. You work in a bank, .......... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. He .......... (work) there for three months now. (Put the verb in bracket

in correct tense)
c. They will be working hard. (Change into yes/no question)
d. She comes from Madrid. (Change into ‘where’ question)
e. He said, “I travel a lot in my job.” (Change into Direct speech)
f. Who was this letter written by ? (Change into active)

10. Choose and copy the best answers to complete the text. (Rewriting is
not compulsory) 10x0.5=5

Before Christmas, they went to (a)..... (a/an/the) small town in Germany.
They spent the whole of Christmas Eve sight seeing. There was no much
activity in the town. The streets were crowded (b)..... (with/by/of) people
and the shops were full of wonderful things. In the evening, they went to
listen to Christmas songs (c)..... (sang/sing/sung) by children round the
brightly lit tree in the main square. One of the boys (d)..... (was/were)
near then. They asked him how he (e)..... (feel/feeling/was feeling) at the
Christmas. He said that he was excited. He asked them, if they (f).....
(would excited/were excited/exciting) too. They were enjoying the night
(g)..... (because/although/because of) it was so much exciting. It made
them (h)..... (feel/felt/to feel) happy. Then they went back to hotel. The
manager and accountant (i)..... (was/were/are) waiting for them. He said,
"You had a great time, (j)..… (didn’t/hadn’t/haven’t) you ?"

RE-101‘EP’ (6)



Symbol No..................... RE-101‘FP’
SEE 2075 (2019)

COMPULSORY ENGLISH
New Course

Reading and Writing
(Written Test)

Candidates are required to give their answer according to the given instructions.

Time: 2 hrs. 15 minutes Full Marks: 75
1. Read the poem and do the task. 5

The Road not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveller, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim
Because it was grassy and wanted wear,
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and, I
I took the one less travelled by,
And that had made all the difference.

Robert Frost

A. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. Where is the poet standing in the poem?
b. Which road does he choose to travel?
c. Why does the speaker feel sorry?
d. What was the doubt in the poet’s mind?
e.  What is the main theme of the poem?

contd...



2. Read the text and do the tasks that follow. 10

“Yogmaya had a two-pronged agenda, not just one,” explained
Manamaya. “Her first target was the cultural and religious oppression
of the time. Her second object was our ruler, the Prime Minister, who
along with his generals allowed corruption and inequality to prevail.
Our master, Shakti Yogmaya, showed us how these two evils are
intertwined, and she feared neither.”

Yogmaya launched a brilliant and a daring political campaign from her
base in the hills of East Nepal. It took place during the 1930s, and
ended in 1940 with her death, along with sixty eight of her followers
who one by one followed her into the thundering current of the Arun
River. After leading a campaign for reform and justice, Yogmaya finally
confronted the ruler with an ultimatum: “If you do not grant us justice,
we will die,” she declared. Juddha Shamsher responded by sending his
army to round up the protestors.

The tragedy that resulted remains a stain on the government. The Nepalese
authorities covered up the episode and banned all mention of her. Her
campaign was thoroughly expunged from the nation’s historical record
and almost lost to its political consciousness. But the powerful verses
composed by Yogmaya, the hazurbani, survived and there lies the story.

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 5x1=5
a. Corruption and inequality were promoted by the Ranas.
b. Yogmaya launched the campaign throughout the country.
c. The women sacrificed their life by diving into the river.
d. The incident was a disgrace for the then government.
e. The Rana government destroyed all of her records, including the

hazubani.

B. Answer the following questions: 5x1=1
a. What were the two targets of Yogmaya?
b. What was the purpose of Yogmaya’s campaign?
c. What was the tragic end of the campaign?
d. How did Rana rulers respond to her campaign?
e. What is hazurbani?

RE-101‘FP’ (2)

contd...



3. Read the text and do the tasks. 10
Image Award concludes with flair
KATHMANDU, Oct 8: Singers Deepak Bajarchary and Kamal Khatri
grabbed the limelight at the 20th Annual Image Award, held in Hotel
Crowne Plaza Kathmandu, on Saturday. Both singers bagged two awards
each. Bajarcharya won the ‘Best Music Video’ and ‘Best Vocals
Performance -- Pop Male’ awards for his song ‘Mann Magan’. Khatri’s
Jaula Relaimai’ received the best Composition of the Year and Best
Song of the Year awards.

The nominees contested in 18 different categories. ‘Maya Luki Luki’
by Tika Prasain won the ‘Public Choice Award’, while Shreeya Sotang’s
‘Mann Chari’ bagged the award for the ‘Best Vocal Performance -- Pop
Female.’

Composer Prakash Gurung was felicitated with the ‘Lifetime
Achievement Award’ for his contributions in Nepali music industry for
over three decades. Likewise, Kulman Ghising, the managing director
of Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), was also conferred ‘Personality
of The Year’ for contributing to eliminate load shedding from the country.

The event also comprised energetic performances by the Nepali folk
ensemble, Kutumba, Nima Rumba, 1974 AD, Cartoon Crewz, and many
other artists. 20th Annual Image Award concluded with a sizzling dance
performance by actor Priyanka Karki.

A. Fill in the gaps with appropriate words/phrase from the text. 5x1=5
a. The award ceremony took place in ............... .
b. The song ‘.................’ won the Best Song Award.
c. Public choice Award was given to the song : .................. .
d. ............. was honoured with  ‘Personality of the year’.
e. Priyanka Karki performed an exciting ................. dance at the end.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. Who bagged the title of ‘Best Vocal Performance’ in Pop Male category ?
b. Who won the award in the category of ‘Best Vocal - Pop Female’ ?
c. Who was honoured by ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ ?
d. What does NEA stand for ?
e. Why was Kulman Ghising felicitated?

(3) RE-101‘FP’
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4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15

The Marsdens
7425 Lansdowne Road

Bethesda, MD 20812
January 15, 2019

Fred and Sylvia Becker
455 Battery Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814

Dear Fred and Sylvia,
On behalf of the entire Marsden family I would like to thank you for
your unflagging support and kind condolences in recent weeks as we
mourned the tragic loss of Raymond.
Without wonderful friends like you to spend time with us and help with
daily tasks, it would have been much more difficult for us to suffer
through this very difficult period. I especially appreciated the numerous
meals that you prepared and delivered to us as well as the drives to
school you provided for Kirstin and Charlie. You can’t imagine what a
help this was to Carl and I as we tried to focus on Raymond’s funeral
arrangements while also having to deal with the media.
As you will understand, it is going to take some time before our family
can get back to normal after this senseless tragedy. So, please don’t
take our lack of contact during this period as any more than us taking
the time we need to try to get back to some semblance of a normal life.
Please accept our heartfelt thanks for all that you have done.

Sincerely grateful,
Susan and Carl

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 7x1=7
a. Susan and Carl would like to thank Fred and Sylvia.
b. They got great support in their grief from Fred and Sylvia.
c. The tragic event was the demise of Raymond.
d. They were given the food by Fred and Sylvia.
e. Susan and Carl didn’t like the food prepared for them.
f. Kristin and Charlie are school students.
g. The Marsdens are unlikely to get back to normal life.

RE-101‘FP’ (4)

contd...



B. Answer the following questions 8x1=8
a. Who wrote the letter and to whom?
b. When was this letter written?
c. Why are Susan and Carl thankful to their friends?
d. Which family do they belong to?
e. Why was the death of Raymond a loss for Susan and Carl?
f. What was prepared and delivered to them?
g. What else did they have to deal with besides funeral arrangements?
h. Why are they writing this letter?

5. One of your friends won the gold medal in the South Asian Games.
Write a formal message of congratulation to be published in the
newspaper using the clues given below. 5

Sabina Rai - participated in South Asian Games held in Kathmandu
- won the gold medal in Taekwando under 45 kg weight - hard-working
and friendly - all proud of her - wish her further success.

6. The following chart shows the monthly expenditure of Mr. Chaudhary.
Write a description of it in about 100. 5

7. Write a dialogue in about six exchanges between two friends who are
talking about their plan after SEE. 6

(5) RE-101‘FP’

contd...
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8. Write a letter to the ward chairperson of your ward about the necessity
of preserving cultural and religious heritages in your locality. 8

9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in brackets. 6x1=6
a. This isn’t working, ......... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. Helen suddenly remembered that she ......... (leave) her keys in the

car. (Put the verb in bracket in correct tense)
c. He wants a computer for his birthday. (Change into what question)
d. Dogs chase cats. (Change into negative)
e. She said “I was walking down the road when I saw the accident”.

(Change into indirect speech)
f. The money was stolen by her husband. (Change into active voice)

10. Choose and copy the best answers to complete the text. Rewriting is
not compulsory) 10x0.5=5

Tilicho Lake lies (a)..... (at/in/on) Manang district of Nepal. It is located
at an altitude of 4,919 meters in the Annapurna range of (b)..... (a/an/
the) Himalayas and is sometimes called the lake located at the highest
altitude, (c)..... (in spite of/because/even though) there are other lakes
at higher altitude even in Nepal.

According to the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology,  Nepal,
no aquatic organism (d)..... (record/has been recorded/have been
recorded) in the lake. The lake is the destination of one of the most
popular side hikes of the Annapurna Circuit Trek. The hike (e)..... (take/
takes/taking) additional 3-4 days. No camping is required there, (f).....
(isn’t it/is it/was it) ? Many new lodges (g)..... (are built/were built/have
been built) between Manang and the lake. This has made the trekkers
(h)..... (stay/to stay/staying) comfortably there. The locals of this area
say, “....(i) ..... (we need/they needed/that we need) government support
for the development of this area”. If you visit this area, you (j)..... (would/
could/will) certainly be thrilled.

RE-101‘FP’ (6)



Symbol No..................... RE-101‘GP’
SEE 2075 (2019)

COMPULSORY ENGLISH
New Course

Reading and Writing
(Written Test)

Candidates are required to give their answer according to the given instructions.

Time: 2 hrs. 15 minutes Full Marks: 75
1. Read the part of the poem and do the task. 5

The Chimney Sweeper

When my mother died I was very young,
And my father sold me while yet my tongue
Could scarcely cry ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep!
So your chimneys I sweep and in soot I sleep.
There’s little Tom Dacre, who cried when his head,
That curled like a lamb’s back, was shaved: so I said,
“Hush, Tom!  never mind it, for when your head’s bare,
You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair.”

And so he was quiet, and that very night,
As Tom was a-sleeping he had such a sight!
That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe, Ned, and Jack,
Were all of them locked up in coffins of black;

And by came an angel who had a bright key,
And he opened the coffins and set them all free;
Then down a green plain, leaping, laughing they run,
And wash in a river and shine in the sun.

William Blake

A. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. When did the speaker’s mother die?
b. Who was the speaker sold into the chimney-sweeping business by?
c. Why did Tom Dacre cry?
d. What does the phrase ‘That curled like a lamb’s back’ mean?
e. Who opened the coffins? How?

contd...



2. Read the following text and do the tasks. 10
Jitiya is an important festival of Nepali married women of Mithilanchal
and Tharu women of all castes. This festival is named after Masabashi’s
son Jimutavahana, a blessing son of the Sun. Masabashi was an  unmarried
princess who spent her life as hermit living in a hermitage.
Jitiya falls in the month of Ashwin (September-October). It is celebrated
for three days on Saptami (the seventh day), Astami (the eighth day) and
Navami (the ninth day). The fasting day, Astami, is called Jittiya. The
married women take brata (fast) for the good fortune of their children,
husband and family. In this festival, brothers invite their married sisters
to their homes, and the married women go to their maiti (maternal home).
On the first day of Jitiya, women take a bath in a river or a pond early in
the morning and formally start their brata. Before taking a bath, they
put khari (oil-seed-cake), special soil, on a leaf of sponge gourd and
worship Jimutavahana, and let it flow on the river. They take the
remaining oil back home and massage their children with it. This khari
is effused for legendary figures Chilo (eagle) and Shero (fox) wishing
them to take brata (fasting) of Jitiya. The married women remember
their female ancestors too. On this day, women scrub their house with
cow’s dung to make their house sacred. At mid night, they prepare
ongthan or datkhat (special food), and eat it before the cockcrow. They
also eat fish and millet bread. They have curd, beaten rice and fruits as
dar. Before eating datkhat, they offer some food the legendary figures
Chilo and Shero.

A. Complete the following sentences using the correct words/phrases from
the text. 5x1=5
a. Jitiya festival is named after ................ ., the son of Masabashi.
b. Masabashi spent her entire life as ............. .
c. The fasting day is known as .................. .
d. Before taking a bath, women need a leaf of ............. to put special soil.
e. Datkhat is first offered to ............. Chilo and Shero.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. When is Jitiya celebrated?
b. Why do women celebrate Jitiya?
c. When does the brata formally start?
d. How do women make the house sacred ?
e. What foods do they eat as dar?

RE-101‘GP’ (2)

contd...



3. Read the text and do the tasks. 10
VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

NMB Bank Limited licensed as “A” class financial institution by Nepal
Rastra Bank in May 2008 has been operating in the Nepalese financial
market for over twenty years and is one of the leading commercial banks
in the banking industry.
No. of Vacancies : 25
Experience : Fresher’s can apply
Documents Required : CV (Resume), Cover Letter/Application
Job Category : Banking Financial Services
Job Type : Full Time
Educational Qualification : Master’s Degree
Posted date : 2018-12-12
Expiry Date : 2018-12-26
Job Description : Management Trainee
Requirements
• Master’s degree in management or equivalent from a recognized

university having minimum 45% in SLC & above & age not exceeding
30 years as of December 26, 2018.

Candidates awaiting final results at the post graduate level may also apply.
Before applying for this job, candidates must agree with the terms and
conditions of ramrojob.com

A. Write ‘True’ for true and ‘False’ for false statements. 5x1=5
a. NMB Bank Limited is an ‘A’ class financial institution in Nepal.
b. The bank was established in May 2008.
c. One who has no experience at all can also apply.
d. Candidates with Master’s degree in any discipline can apply.
e.   There is no age bar for the candidates.

B. Answer the following questions. 5x1=5
a. How long has NMB bank serving in Nepal?
b. When was the vacancy notice published ?
c. What is the academic qualification required for the post?
d. What documents should the candidates submit along with the application ?
e. What minimum score is required in the SLC to be eligible to apply?

(3) RE-101‘GP’

contd...



4. Read the text and do the tasks. 15

Narayan Wagle is one of few Nepali journalists I admire. I have been an
avid reader of his gossip column Coffee Guff which is marked by gift of
phrases. I’m also a fan of his graphic reporting specially from remote
corners of Nepal. Simplicity, I must say, is the hallmark of Wagle’s writing.
But, as I waded through the pages of Wagle’s debut novel Palpasa Cafe,
I concluded that it’s just an extended version of Coffee Guff.
Let’s begin from the beginning. The novel starts with a metafictional
note. The narrator, a journalist, is waiting for his protagonist to show the
manuscript before sending it for printing. But then, Drishya (sight,
literally) gets arrested. Chapter One opens in Goa, a perfect place for
love, it seems! Here a painter falls in love with his admirer (a US returned.
amateur documentary maker), solitary loitering

Let me take a break from storytelling. In fact, if you have read the novel,
you know the story and if you haven’t, you don’t want to know, for it
spoils your curiosity. Anyway, the story goes, as life goes on. But two
things are crucial: how it is told and what the content is. Wagle obviously
is a formalist. He prefers form over content. Nevertheless, the story weaves
both the complexities of ongoing conflict and its consequences.

But, like the protagonist’s shattered dream of opening Palpasa Cafe in
the idyllic hills, the novel seems promising in the outset while needs up
in the maze of it’s own making. Conflict is only the backdrop where an
artist searches meaning of his love-life. But despite having an
encyclopaedic knowledge of nature and painting, Wagle fails to portray
Drishya as an artist. Like Wagle himself, he sounds more like a journalist;
so he is an alter ego of its creator. The novel is oddly replete with female
characters (Palpasa, Christina, Phulan, Jemina, gradma etc.) whereas
males are not only mysteriously absent but are also nameless and faceless
in the narrative.

A. Complete the following sentences using the correct words or phrases
form the text 7x1=7
a. Narayan Wagle used to write a gossip column called, .............. .
b. .............. is a distinctive feature of his writing.
c. The speaker in the novel, Palpasa Cafe is a  ............... .
d. Chapter one of the novel has the love story between a/an ................

and an admirer.

RE-101‘GP’ (4)

contd...



e. Narayan Wagle likes form more than ........... .
f. The novel contains the story of ................... and its effects.
g. The novel is full of  ...................... characters.

B. Answer the following questions 8x1=8
a. What is the distinctive feature of Wagle’s Coffee Guff?
b. What sort of graphic reporting does the writer particularly like about

Wagle?
c. How did the writer relate Palpasa Cafe with the Coffee Guff?
d. What does the novel begin with?
e. What two things are important in stories?
f. What does an artist look for in the context of conflict?
g. What has Wagle failed to portray?
h. What is the strange thing about the novel regarding the characters?

5. One of your friends stood first in the SEE, 2075. Write a formal message
of congratulation to be published in a newspaper using the clues given
in the box below: 5
Samiksha Basnet - always stood first in class too - hard-working and studious
- all proud of her - wish her further success.

6. Develop a story with the help of the clues given in the box below.  Give
a suitable title and a moral too. 5

A woodcutter - lives on the edge of a forest - very mean - finds some
firewood to sell in the market - cuts branches of a tree after tree - comes
upon a magical tree - tree requests not to cut - offers golden apples -
agrees but soon disappointed with the number of apples the tree gives -
threatens to cut the tree - showers of needles fall upon him from the tree
- lies on the ground in pain - moral.

7. Write a dialogue in about six exchanges between two friends who are
talking about the importance of learning English. 6

8. Write an essay on ‘The Importance of Reading’. 8

(5) RE-101‘GP’

contd...



9. Reproduce the following sentences as indicated in the brackets. 6x1=6
a. All is well, ............... ? (Supply the correct question tag)
b. She hasn’t arrived home yet. (Change into affirmative)
c. We .... (study) English for 10 years. (Put the verb in bracket in correct

tense)
d. She cut her finger. (Change into yes/no question)
e. Nobody invited me to the party. (Change into passive voice)
f. He said to me, “Don’t waste your time.” (Change into indirect speech)

10. Choose and copy the best answers to complete the text. (Rewriting is
not compulsory) 10x0.5=5

Two friends (a)..... (are/is/were) walking through the desert. During their
journey, they had (b)..... (a/an/the) argument and one friend slapped the
other one in the face. The one who got slapped was hurt, (c)....... (but/
and/therefore) without saying anything he wrote in the sand, “Today, my
best friend (d).....  (slap/had slapped/slapped) me in the face”. They kept
on walking until they found an oasis, where they decided to have a
wash, (e)..... they (have/didn’t/haven’t) ? The one who (f)..... (has been/
is/had been) slapped got stuck in a mine and started drowning, but his
friend saved him. After he had recovered from his shock, he wrote (g).....
(in/at/on) a stone. “Today, my best friend saved my life”. The friend
who had slapped and saved his best friend asked him, “After I hurt you,
you wrote in the sand and this time you write on the stone, why ?” The
other friend replied, “When someone hurts us, we should write it down
in sand where wind of forgiveness can erase it away. But, when someone
(h)..... (do/does/did) something good for us, we must engrave it on the
stone where no wind can ever erase it.” Positive thoughts get us (i).....
(to succeed/succeeded/succeed) in life. If the friend was negative, he
(j)..... (would/will/had been) write good things in sand.

RE-101‘GP’ (6)
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SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer. 

a) Little window 

b) On the lilacs 

c) Laburnum 

d) The past memories/ Childhood experience 

e) Because the past time can't be back 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 marks for correct matching.  

a) –v 

b) -  iii 

c) - iv 

d) - vi 

e) - i 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) He entered the museum with a ticket and a special hand machine.  

b) The garden was full of pointed shapes of fir and pine trees. 

c) Magnificent sculpture of Rudin. 

d) Rudin's pensive mood is remarkable. 

e) Rudin in Paris was bigger and its copy in Baltimore was quite small. 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers (filling 

gaps). 

a) 3  

b) seven years 

c) Master's 

d) within 20
th

 March 

e) Tilang - Solukhumbu 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers.  

a) Seven years 

b) Dynamic, energetic, well-qualified, enthusiastic, passionate 

c) Copy of academic qualification, CV, supporting documents, pp size 

photograph 

d) An applicant can deliver his/her application via email at 

sagarmatha.secondary@gmail.com 

e) Only short-listed candidates will be called for the interview 

4x0.5 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct matching. 

a) -ii 

b) -iii 

c) -iv 

d) -v 

e) - f 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

(True/False)  

a) True 

b) True 

c) False 

d) True 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 
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e) True 

C. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) dust storms from western India. 

b) the concentration of poisonous particulate matters in the air 

b) due to the high wind speed. 

c) exhaust emissions from transportation and thermal power 

stations. 

d) sixth rank 

 

1x5=5 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) don't they? 

b) His teacher doesn't know what to do? 

c) Are your new friends chatting online now? 

d) When the teacher came in, all the students were making noise.  

e) He said that he had been playing football for three hours. 

f) Was the dinner cooked (by her)? 

6x1=6 

 

10 

This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

1. which 

2. an 

3. for  

4. are believed 

5. have 

6. could have been 

7. We don't know when we are 

8. wonder 

9. had had 

10. doesn't it 

10x0.5=5 
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SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer. 

a) Compares with cloud 

b) Attractive, lovely and good looking 

c) Beside the lake and beneath the trees 

d) The poet or narrator 

e) Reacted with happiness and joy 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 marks for correct answer.  

a) False 

b) True 

c) True 

d) False 

e) False 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) by taking help of local people.  

b) to lure target groups 

c) in slavery like practices and kept in prison like environment. 

d) Along with legislation, the Nepal government, the ministry of 

women, children and welfare, NGOs and INGOs and many other 

organizations. 

e) by reporting the police or any member of concerned organizations 

or inform by using helpline numbers if we suspect anyone in such 

activities in the localility. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) False 

b) True  

c) True  

d) True  

e) False 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers.  

a) The notice is about the Annual General Meeting  

b) The meeting will be held on Saturday, December 29, 2018. 

c) The venue for the meeting is GAA Lounge, Bhagwan Bahal, 

Thamel, Kathmandu.  

d) It consists of balance sheet, income and expenditure 

e) General Secretary 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer. 

a) Mausoleum -(viii) a special building made to hold the dad body. 

b) Flanks- (vi)- stays at the side of something 

c) Smokestack- (iv) a tall chimney 

d) Excrement- (vii) solid waste discharged from the body 

e) Restorer- (i) a person whose job is to repair old building 

f) Clogged- (iii) blocked something  

g) Tannery- (ii) a place where animals skins are made into skin. 

B. This question carries 8 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers. 

a) Filthy air, garbage, dust, smoke (any two) 

1x7=7 
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b) City sewage 

c) For not doing enough to preserve the monument  

d) Using a paste of a clay mineral to clean the marble 

e) Falling water table in Agra may be weakening the wooden 

foundation. 

f) Gathered near a funeral pyre 

g) Soot and fumes from factories and tanneries dulling the ivory 

monument. 

 

1x7=7 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Relevance of the content 

- Coherence 

- Language and style 

- Grammatical accuracy 

 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) don't they? 

b) His lesson doesn't start on time 

c) When did Bijon arrive atthefunction? 

d) called 

e) He said that he had been watching that channel for more than a year. 

f) Was the date confirmed (by them)?  

6x1=6 

 

10 

This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

1. Is  

2. which  

3. belong  

4. an 

5. for  

6. are used  

7. is an extension 

8. would not be  

9. makes 

10. don't they 

10x0.5=5 
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SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct 

answer. 

a) False 

b) True 

c) True 

d) False 

e) False 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer.  

a) – v 

b) -iii 

c) -ii 

d) -i 

e) -iv 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) Pathogenic microorganisms such as bacteria, virus, parasites or 

fungi. 

b) poor sanitation. 

c) The patient has high grade fever, headache, body ache and loss of 

appetite. 

d) Patients may become profoundly ill unless the disease is treated by 

antibiotic treatment. 

e) The patient may pass into coma and die. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) climate change 

b) Poor communities 

c) Heat  

d) Heat stress 

e) avoid 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers.  

a) higher temperatures and more frequent waves 

b) Heat is hard-to-document calamity  

c) facing a prolonged heat wave 

d) climate change  

e) About/at least 80 people have died and thousands have been rushed 

to emergency rooms. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer. 

a) – iii 

b) –vi 

c) –ii 

d) –i 

e) iv 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the 

correct answers. 

a) False 

b) True/false (consider both answers) 

c) True 

d) False 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 
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e) False 

C. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the 

correct answers.  

a) All the literacy works of KabiShiromani 

b) as academician of Saintly Imagination 

c) to preserve important works of Nepali Literature by the legendary 

author 

d) with the help of SanatWasti and support from family and Lekhnath 

Foundation. 

e) special day as it coincides with the poet's (Lekhnath) death 

anniversary.  

 

1x5=5 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks on the basis of the following 

criteria.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks on the basis of the following 

criteria.  

- Relevance of the content 

- Coherence 

- Language and style 

- Grammatical accuracy 

 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks on the basis of the following 

criteria.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) They couldn't hear me, could they?  

b) Mary won't come to the party. 

c) How often does Mr. Thapa visit his sister?  

d) will close 

e) He says that he has been preparing for the test.  

f) The wall had been painted (by Raju). 

6x1=6 

 

10 

This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

1. a 

2. has made 

3. At 

4. started  

5. wasn't it 

6. was spotted 

7. Even though 

8. were 

9. grow 

10. is 

10x0.5=5 
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SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer. 

a) A chimney sweeper boy. 

b) Because his hair was shaved. 

c) A lamb’s back/curly back of a lamb 

d) By saying the soot won’t spoil his hair. 

e) Opened the coffins and set them free. 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 marks for correct answer.  

a) False 

b) True  

c) False 

d) False 

e) True 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer.  

a) By bringing him brochures and street maps and by taking him to 

some places. 

b) As Kathmandu has so many temples and gods, Paris has so many 

museums. 

c) For a week now.  

d) His visit to the Pompidou centre encouraged him to explore further. 

e) Because it is too far away. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) True 

b) True 

c) True 

d) False 

e) False   

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer.  

a)  Qualified, experienced, dynamic, smart result oriented and self 

motivated Nepalese citizens. ( any two qualities will do) 

b)  A detailed Bio-data, recent PP size photograph and copies of 

relevant documents. 

c) 12
th

 April 2019 

d) A detailed Bio-data, recent PP size photograph and copies of 

relevant documents. 

e) Only short listed candidates 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark to each correct answer. 

a) – vi 

b) –v 

c) –iv 

d) –ii 

e) - i 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark to each of the correct 

answers.  

a)  slow seasons 

b) sought after 

c) attractions 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 
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d) Nepal carnival 

e) 3.5 kms of street  

C. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) March, April, May, October, November, December (any four). 

b) from Dec. 28 to January 1. 

c) Pokhara, Lumbini and Chitwan 

d) with Goa 

e) Japan, South Korea, China and India.  

 

 

1x5=5 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Relevance of the content 

- Coherence 

- Language and style 

- Grammatical accuracy 

 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) Will you? 

b) Is Sony writing a letter? 

c) How long has he been living in this house? 

d) am working 

e) Amrita requested me to help her.  

f) Were you helped by her? 

6x1=6 

 

10 

 This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

a) were 

b) among 

c) a  

d) was  

e) appointed 

f) were 

g) which 

h) didn't they 

i) to enter 

j) got 

10x0.5=5 

 



101-EP 

1 
 

SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer. 

a) The poet remembers the house where he was born. 

b) The sun entered the house through the small window. 

c) The poet recalls the flowers like rose, lily cups and violents.  

d) Robin built its nest in lilacs. 

e) Laburnum was used to set his brother's birthday. 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 marks for correct answer.  

a) False 

b) True  

c) False 

d) True 

e) True 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers.  

a) Sustain and abstain. 

b) Honesty and integrity 

c) It becomes ingrained into our system and later on changes to our 

habits. 

d) Our thoughts lead to action, and actions lead to habits. Habits 

further form character.  

e) to form a good  destiny. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct matching. 

a) With two years of experience (# This question doesn’t have a good 

option to be filled in so consider  any possible word/phrase used as 

correct answer) 

b)  Two  

c) Bachelor's Degree 

d) 10 Dec. 2018 

e) Telephone calls 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) Providing administrative, program and management support and 

support for activities in other areas.  

b) From http//:116.198.266.8080/  

c) Their CV and a cover letter. 

d) Through e-mail 

e) Only short-listed candidates will be called for the further procedure. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer.  

a) B.B. Anuragi 

b) Prashant Tamang 

c) Rajni KC 

d) Loafer 

e) Shiva Dhakal 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) True 

b) True 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 
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c) False 

d) False 

e) False 

C. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) For adding emotional undercurrent into the film which are 

appreciable and will hold you in the seat. 

b) It is flawless and superb. Every character is developed properly. 

c) They feel as if it is their individual story and can relate to it. 

d) As he is not presented in the film as a celebrity. 

e) Cinematography is poor.  

 

 

 

1x5=5 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Relevance of the content 

- Coherence 

- Language and style 

- Grammatical accuracy 

 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) Don't you? 

b) He has worked (has been working) there for three months now. 

c) Will they be working hard? 

d) Where does she come from?  

e) He said that he travelled a lot in his job.#(This question has wrong 

instructions so even if the examinees have written the sentence as it 

stands take it as the correct answer.) 

f) Who wrote this letter. 

6x1=6 

 

10 

 This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

a) a 

b) with 

c) sung 

d) was  

e) was feeling 

f) were excited 

g) because 

h) feel 

i) was 

j) didn’t 

10x0.5=5 

 



101-FP 

1 
 

SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer. 

a) On a branched road/middle of the diverged path. 

b) The poet chooses the second road/less travelled road. 

c) Because he can't travel both roads. 

d) The doubt was that he will ever come back to the first road or not. 

e) Difficult to take right decision at the right time/ The right decision 

taken at right time leads to the right destination 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 marks for correct answer.  

a) False 

b) True 

c) False 

d) True 

e) False 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers. 

a) They were: i) To minimize and eliminate corruption and 

inequality/Religious and cultural oppression.  

b) It was to bring Reformation/Justice/equality. 

c) 68 supporters plunged into Arun River.  

d) They sent their army to round up the protestors.  

e) Hazurbani is powerful verses of Yogmaya.  

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct matching. 

a) Hotel Crowne Plaza Kathmandu 

b) JaulaRelaimai 

c) TikaPrasain 

d) KulmanGhising 

e) Sizzling 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) Deepak Bajracharya 

b) ShreayaSotan 

c) PrakashGurung 

d) Nepal Electricity Authority 

e) For contributing to eliminate load shedding from the country 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 7 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer. 

a) True 

b) True 

c) True 

d) True 

e) False 

f) True 

g) False 

B. This question carries 8 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) Susan and Carl wrote the letter to Fred and Sylvia.  

b) January 15, 2019 

c) For their unflagging support 

1x7=7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1x8=8 
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d) Marsden Family. 

e) Because he was the great supporter of them. 

f) Meals 

g) Media 

h) To thank. 

 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Relevance of the content 

- Coherence 

- Language and style 

- Grammatical accuracy 

 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) Is it?  

b) Helen suddenly remembered. She had left keys in the car. 

c) What does he want for his birthday? 

d) Dogs don't chase cats. 

e) She said that she had been walking down the road when she had seen 

the accident.  

f) Her husband stole the money. 

6x1=6 

 

10 

This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

1. in 

2. the 

3. even though 

4. has been recorded 

5. takes 

6. is it 

7. have been built 

8. stay  

9. we  

10. will 

10x0.5=5 
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1 
 

SEE 2075 (2019) 

Compulsory English (New Course) 

Marking Scheme 

Q.No. Answer Marks 

1 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer. 

a)  When he was very young.  

b)  By his father. 

c)  Head shaved. 

d)  Curly hair 

e) An angel with bright key. 

1x5=5 

2 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 marks for correct answer.  

a) Jimutavahana 

b) A hermit 

c) Jitiya 

d) Sponge gourd 

e) the legendary figures 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answers.  

a) It is celebrated for three days on Saptami, Astami and Nawami in 

Ashwin. 

b) For the good fortune of their children, husband and family. 

c) The brata formally starts from the first day after they take a bath in a 

river or a pond early in the morning. 

d) They scrub the house with cows dung. 

e) They eat ongthan or datkhat. 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

3 

A. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for correct matching. 

a) True 

b) True 

c) False 

d) False 

e) False 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) Since 2008/for more than ten years. 

b) 2018-12-12 

c) Master's Degree in management 

d) CV 

e) Minimum 45% 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

 

1x5=5 

 

 

 

 

4 

A. This question carries 7 marks. Award 1 mark for correct answer. 

a) Coffee Guff 

b) simplicity 

c) journalist 

d) painter 

e) content 

f) conflict 

g) female 

B. This question carries 5 marks. Award 1 mark for each of the correct 

answers.  

a) Phrases  

b) Remote corners 

c) He concluded that it is just extended version of coffee guff. 

1x7=7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1x8=8 
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d) As life goes on. 

e) How it is told and what the content is. 

f) Meaning of his love life. 

g) Drishya as an artist. 

h) Males/ faceless and nameless. 

5 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Content/subject matter 

- Organization/coherence/cohesion 

- Correctness of language 

- Layout and format 

 

2.5 

1 

1 

0.5 

6 

This Question carries 5 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Relevance of the content 

- Coherence 

- Language and style 

- Grammatical accuracy 

 

2 

1 

1 

1 

7 

This Question carries 6 marks. Award marks considering the following aspects.  

- Each correct exchange  

- Coherence/Sequence  

- Correctness of language 

 
0.5x6=3 

2 

1 

8 

This question carries 8 marks. Award marks as per the following criteria:  

- Organization 

- Relevance of the content 

- Appropriateness of language  

- Creativity and originality 

- Grammatical accuracy  

 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

9 

This question carries 6 marks. Award 1 mark for each correct answer.  

a) isn't it? 

b) She has already arrived home. 

c) Have been studying. 

d) She didn't cut her finger. 

e) I was not invited in the party/ to the party. 

f) He suggested me not to waste my time. 

6x1=6 

 

10 

 This question carries 5 marks. Award 0.5 marks for each correct answer.  

1. Were 

2. an 

3. but 

4. slapped 

5. didn't 

6. had been 

7. on 

8. does 

9. to succeed 

10. would 

10x0.5=5 
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